THE ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-NINTH

ST. OLAF COLLEGE

COMMENCEMENT

SUNDAY, MAY 27, 2018
NORTHFIELD, MINNESOTA
Please Note: Photographs may be taken during the ceremony, but we ask that photographers not approach the stage area to ensure that aisles and stairways are kept clear.
THE PROGRAM

President David R. Anderson ’74, presiding

**PROCESSIONAL**

*The audience will please stand as graduates enter the seating area.*

The St. Olaf Band, Timothy Mahr ’78, Conductor

Alfred Reed: *A Festival Prelude*

Edward Elgar: *Pomp and Circumstance*, March No. 1

Edward Elgar: *Pomp and Circumstance*, March No. 4

Ralph Vaughan Williams: *Sine Nomine*

**NATIONAL ANTHEM**

**INVOCATION**

Matthew J. Marohl, College Pastor

**HYMN**

*Now Thank We All Our God*

Now thank we all our God, with heart and hands and voices,
Whose wondrous things has done, in Whom this world rejoices;
Who from our mothers' arms has blest us on our way
With countless gifts of love, and still is ours today.

O may this bounteous God through all our life be near us,
With ever joyful hearts and blessèd peace to cheer us;
And keep us all in grace, and guide us when perplexed;
And free us from all harm, in this world and the next.

All praise and thanks to God the Father now be given;
The Son and Spirit blest, who reign in highest Heaven;
The one eternal God, whom earth and heav’n adore;
For thus it was, is now, and shall be evermore.

*The audience will please be seated.*

**CHARGE TO THE CLASS OF 2018**

David R. Anderson ’74, President

**SENIOR SPEAKER**

Xingdu (Maggie) Chen ’18

**PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREES**

Marci Sortor, Provost and Dean of the College

Michael Kyle ’85, Vice President for Enrollment and College Relations

**CONFERRING OF DEGREES**

**ANNOUNCEMENT OF HONORS AND OTHER RECOGNITIONS**

**COLLEGE HYMN**

*Fram! Fram! St. Olaf!*

The audience will please stand.

Kristmenn, Krossmenn in mission blessed,
Led by the spirit of truth,
Running the race, pursuing our quest,
Filled with the song of youth.
Founded in faith to render light,
Radiant today it crowns the height,
Rising glorious and, under God, victorious,
Fram! Fram! St. Olaf!
Impelled we sing, sing to thee.
Fram! Fram! St. Olaf! The hilltops ring:
Fram! Fram! Free!

Grant that spirit to lead us still
Onward as ages unroll,
Caught by the Krossmenn, shrined on the hill,
Steepled to lift the soul.
Give us again the heart aglow,
Stirred by the songs of Manitou.
Ever glorious and, under God, victorious.
Fram! Fram! St. Olaf!
Impelled we sing, sing to thee.
Fram! Fram! St. Olaf! The hilltops ring:
Fram! Fram! Free!

**BENEDICTION**

Katherine E. Fick, Associate College Pastor

**UM! YAH! YAH!**

The St. Olaf Band

**POSTLUDE**

John Philip Sousa: *Stars and Stripes Forever*
Xingdu (Maggie) Chen ’18
Senior Speaker

Xingdu “Maggie” Chen, from Beijing, China, is graduating with a major in American Studies and concentrations in ESL Education and Linguistics. She is a member and co-leader of the Blue Key Honor Society, which recognizes balanced and all-around excellence in scholarship, leadership, and service.

While at St. Olaf, Maggie has held a variety of positions with numerous organizations. She was an officer for the Education Minnesota Student Program for two years, which gave her an opportunity to participate in statewide bi-annual conferences. She also was elected to serve on the selection committee for Minnesota’s Teacher of the Year. On campus, Maggie worked in the admissions office throughout her four years at St. Olaf, starting as a tour guide and gradually taking on more responsibilities, which included supporting the recruitment of international students, specifically students from China.

Maggie’s St. Olaf education has included many off-campus study experiences. One of her personal highlights was the Multicultural Education in Hawaii Interim, where she shadowed teachers in both a public high school and a private K–12 school and discussed multicultural education issues with a diverse population. She spent a semester in Washington D.C., where she studied U.S. foreign policy at American University while also conducting research about Washington D.C. public schools. Despite a full schedule, Maggie still found time to intern at the Institute of Educational Leadership, which aims to equip leaders to better prepare children and youth for college, careers, and citizenship. Additional internships included her work as a camp counselor at the Chinese village of Concordia Language Villages, a Concordia College program, and two summers of teaching academic writing to middle school students through Breakthrough Twin Cities, a program that prepares under-resourced youth for college success and leadership.

Among the things that Maggie values most about her time at St. Olaf are the close relationships she built with students and staff, and with many professors whom she felt genuinely cared about her as an individual as well as cared about her personal development. She has always felt supported and respected at St. Olaf. Some of her favorite classes were her education courses, notably Teaching ESL K–12 with Professor Jill Watson and Professor Heather Campbell’s Differentiated Instruction for Exceptional Learners course that focuses on students with Special Education needs.

Following graduation, Maggie will be entering a Master of Education program at the University of Minnesota, where she will earn an elementary school teaching license and be certified to teach dual-immersion programs. Maggie is considering many future options. She would love to be a secondary school ESL teacher who works with immigrants, or a Chinese immersion elementary school teacher, or an admission officer who works with international students.

Maggie’s parents are Zhaoxia Chen and Wenao Xu.
THE COLLEGE HYMN

"Fram! Fram! St. Olaf!" takes its title from "Fram, Fram, Kristmenn, Krossmenn," the motto of St. Olaf College. The motto — which means "Forward, Forward, People of Christ, People of the Cross" — was adopted in 1874 by the Reverend Bernt Julius Muus, founder of St. Olaf. It is derived from the battle cry of Norway’s patron saint and eternal king, Olav II Haraldsson, King of Norway (A.D. 1016–1030). Olav’s death at the Battle of Stiklestad made him a rallying point for nationalistic movements and helped establish the Christian church in Norway.

The song was written by F. Melius Christiansen — longtime conductor of the St. Olaf Choir — in 1927 and was used for the first time at Commencement in 1935. Though it was not sung again at Commencement until 1966, it has been a permanent part of the ceremony ever since.

THE ST. OLAF COLLEGE GONFALON

Composed of the college colors and showcasing the college seal, the St. Olaf College gonfalon leads the commencement procession. Following the gonfalon in the procession will be President David R. Anderson ’74 and Provost and Dean of the College Marci Sortor, the platform party, the faculty, the traditional black and gold class banner announcing the class year, and the graduating class.

Gonfalons first appeared in medieval Italy, where every hamlet had its own brightly colored banner with symbolic references to the town. It was carried in official processions by a gonfaloniere. Today, gonfalons appear in college and university commencement exercises worldwide.

THE ACADEMIC PROCессION

The traditional academic procession introduces many of the more formal and significant events at St. Olaf, as it does on most college and university campuses. Although the history of wearing distinctive apparel as an indication of scholarship and academic rank dates back to 1321, the practice was not adopted throughout the United States until about 1900.

The cap worn almost universally in academic processions is the Oxford cap, better known as the mortarboard. It is always black. A different style, called the Cambridge cap, resembles a large beret.

The use of a dark robe in academic processions is thought to have arisen from the clerical practice of wearing a cape or mantle in religious processions in the 12th and 13th centuries, when universities arose from cathedral schools.

Traditionally, gowns are also black. However, a number of universities have adopted alternate gowns that use their traditional school color.

The academic hoods, worn around the neck and down the back of the gown, are lined with the official colors of the college or university conferring the degree. The binding or edging of the hood is usually distinctive of the subject to which the degree pertains: economics, copper; education, light blue; fine arts, brown; humanities, white; law, purple; library science, lemon; medicine, green; music, pink; nursing, apricot; philosophy, dark blue; physical education, sage green; science, golden yellow; social science, cream; social work, citron; speech, silver gray; theology, scarlet.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Please Note:
As a courtesy to all graduates and members of their families, everyone in the audience is asked to remain until the end of the commencement ceremony.

Skoglund Center, where ceremonies will be held in the event of inclement weather, is equipped with a hearing assistance sound system for those who are hearing impaired. Please contact an usher if you would like to obtain a receiver.

The following names do not constitute an official graduation list. The students listed here were considered candidates for the degree indicated as of 12 noon on Friday, May 25, 2018, when the program was printed, as well as others invited to take part in the ceremony. We have made every effort to ensure this list is as complete and accurate as possible.

*** Summa Cum Laude (minimum GPA of 3.90 required)
** Magna Cum Laude (minimum GPA of 3.75 required)
* Cum Laude (minimum GPA of 3.60 required)

BACHELOR OF ARTS

A
Tayler Eric Aarness, Stillwater, Minnesota
Mazen Abusharkh, Amman, Jordan
Rebecca Lauren Accettura, Gurnee, Illinois **
Morountodun Onaopemipo Adebiji, Lagos, Nigeria
Genevieve DeAun Akins, Topeka, Kansas **
Sara Catherine Liya Albertson, Seattle, Washington
Hoda Al-Haddad, Yemen
Khaled Waleed Almousa, Burbank, Illinois
Sameh Waleed Almousa, Burbank, Illinois
Alexander Borgen Alvero, Edina, Minnesota
Pony Aluma Araba Ameri, Juba, South Sudan
Kjersa Kathleen Anderson, Morris, Minnesota
Noah Matthew Anderson, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Riley Jane Anderson, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Weber Joseph Anderson, Apple Valley, Minnesota *
Disket Angmo, Leh, India
Sonja Anton, Frankfurt am Main, Germany **
Martine Besner Appel, Princeton, New Jersey
Jasmin Aramburu, Chicago, Illinois **
Mari Jian Christensen Arneson, Northfield, Minnesota *
Eleanor Anne Arnold, Shoreview, Minnesota
Yodit Ketema Aschenaki, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Junior Avalos III, Houston, Texas
Aileth Rocío Ávila, Chicago, Illinois
Annika Elizabeth Awad, Burnsville, Minnesota

B
Jocie LaMay Baker, Batesville, Arkansas
Eric Carl Bakken, Long Lake, Minnesota
Kjell Edward Bakken, Black River Falls, Wisconsin
Prabana Jinanjalie Balapuwaduge Mendis, Kandy, Sri Lanka
Ayodele Tolulope Bandele, Lagos, Nigeria
Christine Elizabeth Barkley, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Cassandra Anne Barksosky, Amboy, Minnesota
Elijah James Baumgartner, Hudson, Wisconsin **
Deandre Yusel Bauswell, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Rebecca Anne Beam, Lyons, Colorado *

Troy Christopher Beaman, Saint Paul Park, Minnesota
Anna Rachelle Bearrood, Woodbury, Minnesota ***
Chandler Rose Beaufre, Cloquet, Minnesota
Christian Alexander Beck, Los Altos, California
Joshua Becker, Dallas Center, Iowa
Soma Bálint Beleznsz, Budapest, Hungary
Charles LaVanta Bell, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Sam Knoepfle Bender, Madison, Wisconsin
Edison Grace Benidt, Prior Lake, Minnesota
Margaret Anne Bennett, Red Oak, Iowa
Jessica A Bentley, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Kristin Nicole Benusa, River Falls, Wisconsin
Laura Elizabeth Berge, Apple Valley, Minnesota *
Timothy Daniel Bergland, Minnetonka, Minnesota ***
Kieran James Berton, San Diego, California **
Zachariah Besky, Brussels, Belgium **
William Carlton Bice, Richmond, Virginia **
Katherine Williamson Bickley, Pep, New Mexico ***
Samantha Jane Binns, Clive, Iowa
Megan Elizabeth Bisila, Kimball, Minnesota *
Taylor Lynn Black, Big Lake, Minnesota **
Margaret Elizabeth Blakeman, Stevens Point, Wisconsin
Briana Imani Blakey, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Siri Price Block, Eau Claire, Wisconsin *
Kathleen L Bluett, Algoma, Wisconsin
Matthew Gardner Boeker, Rochester, Minnesota *
Anne Kristine Bohlig, Eden Prairie, Minnesota *
Jasmine Bernice Bolden, Inver Grove Heights, Minnesota
Phillip Thomas Boldt, Appleton, Wisconsin *
Megan Mae Borkowski, Brookfield, Wisconsin
Georgia Elaine Bowen, River Falls, Wisconsin
Jace Evan Brademan, Esko, Minnesota
Wesley Abbot Braker, Northfield, Minnesota
Freya Alice Brandel-Tanis, Chicago, Illinois *
Elizabeth Amelia Brit Branscum, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma ***
Madeline Rachel Braun, Cresco, Iowa
Rebecca Elizabeth Braun, Minneapolis, Minnesota *
Devon Elisabeth Brichetto, Saint Paul, Minnesota
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Leah Rose Krevans Brieger, Sacramento, California **
Berit Johanne Bringsjord, La Crosse, Wisconsin
Megan Marie Bristow, Alexandria, Minnesota
Simon Timothee Broccard, Bloomington, Minnesota *
Natalie Sidsel Brettman, Arlington Heights, Illinois **
Nellie Ming Li Brovold, Miami, Florida
Demetrius Deshaun Brown, Chicago, Illinois
Emily Elizabeth Brown, Garner, Iowa **
Palmer Stanford Brown, Atlanta, Georgia
Sophia G Buchda, La Crosse, Wisconsin
Daniel Joseph Buchmeier, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Tram Thi Bich Bui, Hanoi, Vietnam
Iris Elizabeth Burbank, Cottage Grove, Minnesota
Gretchen Susanna Burke, Iowa City, Iowa *
Danika Lake Buss, Plymouth, Minnesota
Emily Grace Butka, Saint Louis, Missouri *
Rosemary Kathryn Byrne, Minneapolis, Minnesota

D

David Michael Crisler, Lake Zurich, Illinois *
James Christopher Cron, Eden Prairie, Minnesota
Lucinda Mae Cutrer, Rochester, Minnesota

D

Mary Elizabeth Dahl, Minneapolis, Minnesota **
Paige Victoria Dahlke, Flagstaff, Arizona *
Yishu Dai, Glendale, California
Matthew Thomas Damhof, Clearwater, Minnesota **
Layla Dang, Chennai, India **
Alexandria Barbara Danylyuk, Stockbridge, Massachusetts *
Alexandra Nicole David, Dundas, Minnesota
Erik Christian Davidson-Schwartz, New York, New York **
Tiara R. Davis, Chicago, Illinois
Colin Daniel Davitt, Burnsville, Minnesota
Emma Caroline Dawson, Kenosha, Wisconsin *
Karina De León, Houston, Texas
Sarah Marie Gilbertson De Vries, Apple Valley, Minnesota
Derek Allen DeBlecik, Boise, Idaho *
Todd Allen Deger, Palatine, Illinois
Alyeska Patricia Dellinger, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Mira L. Deming, Sun Prairie, Wisconsin
Henry Jacob Dhouna, Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin *
Katherine Sophia Fair Dix, Rock Island, Illinois
Anh Thu Phan Doan, Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam *
Christy Mae Heidi Dobbratz, Mayville, Wisconsin
Molly Marjorie Doda, Zumbro Falls, Minnesota
Mark Charles Dornfeld, Woodbury, Minnesota *
Robyn Anne Doughty, Northfield, Minnesota
Tulsa Fallon Douglas, Shutesbury, Massachusetts *
Wesley William Douglas, Missoula, Montana
Kalen Elisabeth Doyle, Dallas, Texas
Coleman Scott Dressen, Wayzata, Minnesota
Tianyi Du, Beijing, China
Emma Myrick Dubay, Huntington, Vermont *
Olive Ann Dwan, Petoskey, Michigan **

E

Sabrina Lorraine Easley, Wauconda, Illinois
Julia Christopher Stinson Ebert, Delta, Colorado
Sophia Lorraine Eckmeier, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Kristen Elizabeth Edblom, Brooklyn Park, Minnesota **
Erin Nicole Edinger, Anoka, Minnesota
Fred Eduam, Accra, Ghana
Anna Kathleen Edwards, Woodinville, Washington
Dylon Jerry Eggert, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Auste Joana Eigirdas, Venice, California
Kristen Marie Eiswerth, Fort Collins, Colorado ***
Nadia El Mouldi, Tunis, Tunisia
David Joseph Ellenberger, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Justin Tenner Elstad, Delano, Minnesota
Monika Isabel Elzey, Menasha, Wisconsin
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Emily Taylor Lyn Emerson, Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Rabiath Juliette Berphine Emmanuel, Brazzaville, Republic of the Congo
Emma Caroline Engebretson, Bloomington, Minnesota *
Mary Charlotte Engfelt, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Samuel Thomas Engvall, Upton, Massachusetts
Emma Erdahl, Chaska, Minnesota
Kate Li Erickson, Minneapolis, Minnesota

F
Audrey Elizabeth Faulhaber, Batavia, Illinois *
Rebecca Cristina Ferrer, Bellevue, Washington
Kaia Desai Fihn, Temple, Texas
Sarah Elizabeth Fisco, Lakeville, Minnesota
Allison Kristine Fitzgerald, Wilmette, Illinois
Carly Rose Fitzgerald, Topeka, Kansas
Harper Marie Foote, Waukesha, Wisconsin ***
Clare Elizabeth Foreman, Eagan, Minnesota
Annika Elaine Fredrickson, Northfield, Minnesota
Brynna Elise Freitag, Ridgefield, Washington
Samantha Mae Frees, Crystal Lake, Illinois ***
Lucy Brooks Friend, Denver, Colorado
Alexis Marie Friesenhahn, Elko, Minnesota
Maria Katherine Fulton, Billings, Montana
Angela Colleen Fusselman, Eden Prairie, Minnesota **

G
Grace Victoria Garriga, Chicago, Illinois
Mercy Angela Garriga, Chicago, Illinois
Joshua Gerald Garver, Interlochen, Michigan
Anne Elaine Gaspers, Vashon, Washington
Miriam Sophia Gavin, Arlington Heights, Illinois
Niyat Tewolde Gезgизаебе, Seattle, Washington
Megan Rose Gehle, Omaha, Nebraska *
Sydney Nicole Geiger, Farmington, Minnesota ***
Gabrielle Elise Gencheff, Marquette, Michigan **
Madeline Raye Gerelman, Marion, Iowa
Caitlin Rose Glennon, Saint Louis Park, Minnesota
Jack Benjamin Goldstein, Minneapolis, Minnesota *
Melissa Gonzalez-Herrera, Houston, Texas
Stuart Shoovers Gordon, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Nicholas Caleb Goss, Monaca, Pennsylvania
Thomas Robert Gossard, Mantorville, Minnesota *
Elaine Marie Grafelman, Longmont, Colorado **
Blake John Grangaard, Edina, Minnesota
Megan Marie Graves, Red Wing, Minnesota **
Megan Elizabeth Green, Edina, Minnesota *
Julie Rose Greene, Burien, Washington ***
ZEOS James Greene, Woodinville, Washington
Rebekah Joy Gregory, Verona, Italy ***
Grace Miller Gresham, Indianapolis, Indiana **
Maria Grizhebovskaya, Lilburn, Georgia
Sydney O Grossman, Lakeville, Minnesota **

Chloe Eliza Groth, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin
Jeffrey Thomas Gruba, Glen Ellyn, Illinois
Caroline Marie Grubbs, Rochester Hills, Michigan ***
Emma Louise Guenzow, Perkasie, Pennsylvania
John Nicholas Guerra, Torrance, California
William James Gustafson, Ely, Minnesota **
Elizabeth Guzman, Chicago, Illinois

H
Leigh Anne Hahn, Spring, Texas
Adeline A Hakes, Chicago, Illinois
Marlyne Hakizimana, Burundi
Andrew Bruck Hallberg, Minneapolis, Minnesota **
Anne Kathleen Halloin, Eau Claire, Wisconsin
So Mang Han, Namyangju-Si, South Korea **
Herman Samuel Hannan, Homer, Alaska **
Anders John Erling Hansen, McFarland, Wisconsin
Jacqueline Ann Hanson, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Mckenna Grace Hanson, Bloomington, Minnesota ***
Monica Rachael Hanson, Excelsior, Minnesota
Robert David Hanson, Lakeville, Minnesota **
Sian Marie Hanson, Madison, Wisconsin **
Lauren Elizabeth Harlow, Hopkins, Minnesota
Catherine Pan Harrington, Kenilworth, Illinois
Franz Josef Harris, Red Wing, Minnesota
Peter Christian Hartfiel, Canton, Massachusetts
Cole Stephen Hatzky, North Liberty, Iowa
Abigail Rae Heckethorn, Bloomfield, Iowa
Riley Joseph Hedstrom, Blaine, Minnesota
Lucas Joseph Heilman, Lakeville, Minnesota
Anna-Marie Charlotte Heins, Roseville, Minnesota
Emily Mei Helle, Grayslake, Illinois
Markus F Helmken, Waterbury, Vermont *
Alexandra D. W. F. Hemmer, Singapore, Singapore
Connor Reed Henderson, Rogers, Minnesota
Yanru Heng, Nanjing, China
Ian Paul Henley, Okemos, Michigan
Katherine Clare Henry, Deerfield, Illinois *
Youa Madeline Her, Maplewood, Minnesota
Sarah Grace Hindman, Lake Bluff, Illinois ***
Emiko Lucille Hinds, Bethesda, Maryland
Benjamin Reinhold Hinke, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Christopher P Hinton, Willmar, Minnesota **
Alexandra Nicole Hoch, Portland, Oregon *
Anika Claire Hodel, Northfield, Minnesota **
Daniel J Hogan, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Ethan Alexander Holdahl, Eden Prairie, Minnesota
Robert Michael Holmes, Oak Park, Illinois *
William Solon Holt, Tyler, Texas
Matthew Anthony Holzer, Lakeville, Minnesota
Rachel Lydia Hoobler, Hopkins, Minnesota
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Emily Lyn Hoopman, Bayfield, Wisconsin *
Erica Christine Hoops, Buffalo, Minnesota *
Grace Maria Hoyland, Iowa City, Iowa
Griffen Hustad Hueler, Eden Prairie, Minnesota
Margaret Alice Huemoeller, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Jude Christian Hull, Stillwater, Minnesota
John William Huststrand, Edina, Minnesota *
Alexandra Kathryn Hunt, Morgantown, Indiana
Laura Hurtado, Chicago, Illinois

I
William McNaughton Ibele, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Vitaly Ievlev, Syktyvkar, Russia
Halima Ingabire, Kigali, Rwanda

J
Andrew Walter Jacob, Edina, Minnesota *
Tenzin Jampa, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Michelle Jan caric, Maple Grove, Minnesota ***
Jakob Paul Jansen, Dayton, Oregon **
Brooke Lynn Janusz, Thousand Oaks, California
Kathleen Rebecca Lee Jeddleoh, Centennial, Colorado **
Lana Jevtić, Edina, Minnesota
Syver Christian Johansen, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Annika Emilee Johnson, Northfield, Minnesota **
Ethan Michael Johnson, Austin, Minnesota **
Kalley Nicole Johnson, Maple Plain, Minnesota ***
Marnicia Johnson, Chicago, Illinois **
Monica Rebecca Johnson, Woodbury, Minnesota
Noah A Johnson, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Paul Jonathon Johnson, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Peder Kristoffer Johnson, New Ulm, Minnesota
Scott David Johnson, Kansas City, Missouri *
Michael Peter Joosten
Andrea Marie Jorissen, Vadnais Heights, Minnesota

K
Muhammad Zareef Kamal, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Michael F Kaminski, Plymouth, Minnesota ***
Anabel Carolyn Kapelke, Saint Paul, Minnesota *
Quintin Conner Kelley, Naperville, Illinois
James Joseph Kellogg Jr., Plymouth, Minnesota
Natalie Mary Kelly, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Lindsey A Kemp, Edina, Minnesota *
Prince Kekula Kendema Jr., Minneapolis, Minnesota
Keith Hunter Ketola, Maple Plain, Minnesota **
Jauza Khaleel, Malé, Maldives *
Erica Haewon Kim, Chicago, Illinois
Kyung Eun Kim, Seoul, South Korea
Amelia Rose Kimmers Knese, Northfield, Minnesota
Spencer Lee Knack, Minneapolis, Minnesota **
Taylor Morgan Knopf, Aurora, Illinois
Mary Stafford Kohler, Excelsior, Minnesota
Jamie Alexander Koffler, New Orleans, Louisiana
Natalie Katlin Kofasa, New Glarus, Wisconsin
Steven Thomas Koller, Saint Paul, Minnesota **
Brady Nelson Komarek, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Kamila May Kom schlies, Minnetonka, Minnesota
Chase Marie Koob, Lees Summit, Missouri
Shane Adam Kosieradzki, Lakeville, Minnesota
Hannah Olivia Kruse, Homer Glen, Illinois **
Anna Marie Kruskop, New Hope, Minnesota ***
Erik Andrew Kuehl
Elsa Rachel Kunz, Saint Joseph, Missouri **
Joseph William Kyle, Saint Paul, Minnesota **

L
Angie Lam, Red Wing, Minnesota
Laura Ann Langan, Benson, Minnesota
Hannah Marie Larry, Saint Charles, Illinois *
Calisandra Marie Larson, Rapid City, South Dakota *
Brennan Kristine Lauer, Waunakee, Wisconsin
Nina Margaret E Soon Lautz, Milwaukee, Wisconsin *
Dat Nguyen Trong Le, Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam *
Katherine Anne LeClair, Stillwater, Minnesota
Andrew Shinsuke Lee, Chula Vista, California
Hmoovkou Christian Lee, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Jungoh Lee, Daegu, South Korea
Kyle McKee Leemon, Lander, Wyoming
Robert Josse Leet, Seattle, Washington **
Anna Claire Leger, Naperville, Illinois **
Madeline Grace Leh, Louisville, Colorado
Maya Elizabeth Lehmann, Rapid City, South Dakota *
Alexis Lynn Lehrer, Elk, Minnesota
Derrick Le-Tran, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Jevrem Leverda, Belgrade-Stari Grad, Serbia **
Nicole Sarah Lewis, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Suzanna Jane Liddle, Halcottsville, New York
Anna Rose Linden, Excelsior, Minnesota *
Rose Katherine Linsner, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Emily Lobin, Stillwater, Minnesota
Caroline Melissa Loe, Apple Valley, Minnesota *
Judd Ryan Loewenstein, Deerfield, Illinois
Zoua Lor, Brooklyn Center, Minnesota *
Stella Low, San Francisco, California
Shutian Lu, Hangzhou, China **
Carter Francis Lukenda, Sault Sainte Marie, Canada *
Alexander Scott Luna, Lansing, Illinois
Sonja Marie Lund, Sisters, Oregon *
Andrew Baker Lupton, Indianapolis, Indiana
Anna Louise Lutz, Madison, Wisconsin
Jordan Patrice Lutz, Mahtomedi, Minnesota
Laura Jane Lyke, Ripon, Wisconsin
**M**

Alexandra Nicole Madsen, Chicago, Illinois
Annaleah Diane Magnuson, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Schyler Katelyn Manning, Colfax, Wisconsin
Yolanda Fay Marble, Willmar, Minnesota
Zoe Elizabeth Marquis-Kelly, Saint Louis, Missouri
Emily Kuet Maruyama, Golden, Colorado
Hannah Merrie Matecko-Conti, Galway, New York
Charles Donald Mathison, Wals, Wisconsin
Lindsay Marguerite Mattei, Grand Rapids, Minnesota
Kelsey Mayer, Waunakee, Wisconsin
Charles Horace Mayo III, Rice Lake, Wisconsin
Catherine Shae McCreadie, Rochester, Minnesota
Erin Elaine McDonald, Pasadena, California
Casey Fahl McGarvey, Edina, Minnesota
Maximilian Gordon McKune, Chicago, Illinois
Nina Elizabeth McLarren, Richmond, Indiana
Marit Beverlie McQuag, Wenatchee, Washington
Anna Maria McWilliams, Northfield, Minnesota
Lillie Kane Meakim, San Diego, California
Miranda Jean Meissner, West Saint Paul, Minnesota
Marissa Nicole Melius, Mounds View, Minnesota
Christine Elizebeth Menge, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Laura Claire Menning, Rochester, Minnesota
Mary Gillette Merrill, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Nathan Henry Meshbesher, Hopkins, Minnesota
Joseph Janik Miller, Colts Neck, New Jersey
Maren Ida Miller, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Mitchell Paul Miller, Prior Lake, Minnesota
Robert Clell Miller III, Rochester, Minnesota
Alexander Benjamin Goodman Miranker, Guilford, Connecticut
Mitchell David Moe, Montevideo, Minnesota
Emma Lee Mogard, Payneville, Minnesota
Michael Hayden Mohr, Palatine, Illinois
Yazmin Rachael Moktan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Jena Nicole Moody, Apple Valley, Minnesota
Anna Elizabeth Moore, Naperville, Illinois
Jacob Gregory Moore, Lakeville, Minnesota
Laura Ellen Moore, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Kristina Moua, St Sauver, Minnesota
Letitia Claire Mumford, Griffin, Indiana
Achinth Krishnamurthy Murali, Golden Valley, Minnesota
Alexander Michael Mustard, North Providence, Rhode Island
Emma Muter, Saint Paul, Minnesota

**N**

Lowell Nelson Naas, Mendota Heights, Minnesota
Rosie Nan, Escondido, California
Edward Paul Napoli-Quisling, Duluth, Minnesota
Lydia Mae Narum, Eagan, Minnesota
Meryl Catherine Nath, Rochester, Minnesota
Borna Reza Navab, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Torsten Arvid Nelson, South Deerfield, Massachusetts
Ross B Nesbit, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Cassidy Margaret Neuner, Carmel, California
Quinton Daniel Neville, Chandler, Arizona
My Dan Nguyen, Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
Megan Lynn Niemitalo, Littleton, Colorado
Kate Elizabeth Noel, Iowa City, Iowa
Ahmed Noman, Sana’a, Yemen
Nicole Nothongkham, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Carolyn Grace Nuelle, Austin, Texas
Onyemauchechukwu Justice Nwigwe, Lagos, Nigeria
Samuel P Nycklemoe, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Siri Kristinnsdatter Nycklemoe, USA

**O**

Emily Lynn Oberto, Northfield, Minnesota
Devon Dorothy Clare O’Hara, Zumbro Falls, Minnesota
Taylor Morgan Okonek, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Teagan Braaten Olin, Red Wing, Minnesota
Sami Olive, Centerville, Indiana
Dempsey Louis Olsen, Nashville, Tennessee
Aubrey Wanda Olson, Eden Prairie, Minnesota
Bridget Rebecca Olson, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Ajibola Azeez Opakunle, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Roslyn Kae Oster, Dassel, Minnesota
Jackson Joseph Osterhout, Rochester, Minnesota
Christian James Oswood, Shoreview, Minnesota
Garrit Heinrich Otten, Suwanee, Georgia
Drew Raymond Otto, Menomonie, Wisconsin
Erik Anton Overdahl, Fort Wayne, Indiana

**P**

Justin Michael Pacholec, Sammamish, Washington
Tianyu Pang, Shanghai, China
Samuel Lake Parker, Hamilton, Montana
Vishwa Patel, Maple Grove, Minnesota
Kristine Marie Patzer, Madison, Wisconsin
Briana Louise Paulsen, Eden Prairie, Minnesota
Katherine Graham Payne, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
Matthew Bradley Pearce, Richfield, Minnesota
Haakon Arne Pedersen, Saranac Lake, New York
David Larsen Pellegrini, Falcon Heights, Minnesota
Sarah Kathryn Pellicci, Apple Valley, Minnesota
Cheavpove Pen, Shakopee, Minnesota
Anna Elizabeth Perkins, Kenosha, Wisconsin
Marielle Naomi Perkins, New Berlin, New York
Joseph Christian Peterson, Grand Forks, North Dakota
Laelle Louise Peterson, Long Lake, Minnesota
Rose Marie Peterson, Woodbury, Minnesota
Samantha Marie Peterson, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Troy Martin Peterson, Edina, Minnesota
Andrew Hayes Petterson, Red Wing, Minnesota

Matthew Robert Ramsey, Efren Ramirez Jr., Lise McQuaig Ramaley, Rhea Rakesh Rajan, Derek E Prok, Elizabeth Martha Probst, Caroline Elizabeth Priore, Edina, Minnesota, Delano, Minnesota, Sydney Cordano Povilaitis, Anna Caroline Xinghua Prafcke, Leidy Hedrich Rogers, Lisa Joy Ranft, Kristina Nicole Randelzhofer, Carleigh Jean Rand,
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Matthew Robert Ramsey, Efren Ramirez Jr., Lise McQuaig Ramaley, Rhea Rakesh Rajan, Derek E Prok, Elizabeth Martha Probst, Caroline Elizabeth Priore, Edina, Minnesota, Delano, Minnesota, Sydney Cordano Povilaitis, Anna Caroline Xinghua Prafcke, Leidy Hedrich Rogers, Lisa Joy Ranft, Kristina Nicole Randelzhofer, Carleigh Jean Rand,

Matthew Robert Ramsey, Efren Ramirez Jr., Lise McQuaig Ramaley, Rhea Rakesh Rajan, Derek E Prok, Elizabeth Martha Probst, Caroline Elizabeth Priore, Edina, Minnesota, Delano, Minnesota, Sydney Cordano Povilaitis, Anna Caroline Xinghua Prafcke, Leidy Hedrich Rogers, Lisa Joy Ranft, Kristina Nicole Randelzhofer, Carleigh Jean Rand,

Matthew Robert Ramsey, Efren Ramirez Jr., Lise McQuaig Ramaley, Rhea Rakesh Rajan, Derek E Prok, Elizabeth Martha Probst, Caroline Elizabeth Priore, Edina, Minnesota, Delano, Minnesota, Sydney Cordano Povilaitis, Anna Caroline Xinghua Prafcke, Leidy Hedrich Rogers, Lisa Joy Ranft, Kristina Nicole Randelzhofer, Carleigh Jean Rand,

Matthew Robert Ramsey, Efren Ramirez Jr., Lise McQuaig Ramaley, Rhea Rakesh Rajan, Derek E Prok, Elizabeth Martha Probst, Caroline Elizabeth Priore, Edina, Minnesota, Delano, Minnesota, Sydney Cordano Povilaitis, Anna Caroline Xinghua Prafcke, Leidy Hedrich Rogers, Lisa Joy Ranft, Kristina Nicole Randelzhofer, Carleigh Jean Rand,

Matthew Robert Ramsey, Efren Ramirez Jr., Lise McQuaig Ramaley, Rhea Rakesh Rajan, Derek E Prok, Elizabeth Martha Probst, Caroline Elizabeth Priore, Edina, Minnesota, Delano, Minnesota, Sydney Cordano Povilaitis, Anna Caroline Xinghua Prafcke, Leidy Hedrich Rogers, Lisa Joy Ranft, Kristina Nicole Randelzhofer, Carleigh Jean Rand,

Matthew Robert Ramsey, Efren Ramirez Jr., Lise McQuaig Ramaley, Rhea Rakesh Rajan, Derek E Prok, Elizabeth Martha Probst, Caroline Elizabeth Priore, Edina, Minnesota, Delano, Minnesota, Sydney Cordano Povilaitis, Anna Caroline Xinghua Prafcke, Leidy Hedrich Rogers, Lisa Joy Ranft, Kristina Nicole Randelzhofer, Carleigh Jean Rand,

Matthew Robert Ramsey, Efren Ramirez Jr., Lise McQuaig Ramaley, Rhea Rakesh Rajan, Derek E Prok, Elizabeth Martha Probst, Caroline Elizabeth Priore, Edina, Minnesota, Delano, Minnesota, Sydney Cordano Povilaitis, Anna Caroline Xinghua Prafcke, Leidy Hedrich Rogers, Lisa Joy Ranft, Kristina Nicole Randelzhofer, Carleigh Jean Rand,
Abigail Catherine Stets, Northfield, Minnesota
Shelby Augusta Stewart, Rochester, Minnesota
Trevor William Stewart, Madison, Wisconsin
Jennifer Lauren Sticha, Edina, Minnesota
Hannah Michele Stoker, Mankato, Minnesota
Kit Elizabeth Stookey, Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania
Jeremy Richard Storvick, Woodbury, Minnesota
Sarah Dorsey Streed, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Katherine Sullivan, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Olivia Ann Sullivan, Vienna, Virginia
Joseph Scott Sundgren, Cedar Park, Texas
Olaf Runkel Sunleaf, Coralville, Iowa
Ian Garrett Sutherland, Chicago, Illinois
Asha Victoria Swanson, Wilmington, Delaware
Kristopher Scott Swanson, Northfield, Minnesota

T
Madeline Elizabeth Tait, Iowa City, Iowa
Caroline Elizabeth Tang, Los Altos, California
Laura Tannous, Ramallah, Palestine
Serena Utah Tenenbaum, Boulder, Colorado
Liya Merid Tessema, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Andrew Xywvfej Thao, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Vang Thao, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Rebekah Anna Thomas, Hanover, Pennsylvania
Lydia Jean Thompson, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Rita Mae Thorsen, Seattle, Washington
Paul Otto Timm, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin
Robert Edwin Tobroksen, Burnsville, Minnesota
Toluwalope Victor Tolubi, Abuja, Nigeria
Nicholas Monroe Tomhave, Cloquet, Minnesota
Amanda Nicole Treseler, Bloomington, Minnesota
Ly Huong Trinh, Hanoi, Vietnam
Stephanie Ann Trinkner, Madison, Wisconsin
Annie Lee Tuman, Wausau, Wisconsin
Lillian Doris Tupper, Yarmouth, Maine
Morgan Christine Turk, Big Lake, Minnesota
Alissa Veergia Ty, Savage, Minnesota

U
Caroline Urban, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Emery Rankin Utevsky, Madison, Wisconsin

V
Jonathon Ely Vajgrt, Luverne, Minnesota
Julia Marcella Valero, Minnesota
Jansen James Van Daalwyk, Clintonville, Wisconsin
Alecia K. Vang, Blaine, Minnesota
Alia K Vang, Blaine, Minnesota
Dua Xong Vang, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Pazong Vang, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Elijah Rand Verdoorn, Hudson, Wisconsin
Jane Diana Vezina, Stillwater, Minnesota
Alejandro Villa, Chicago, Illinois
Luis Dario Villalobos Castro, Monteverde, Costa Rica
Alanna Caitlin Volland, Spring, Texas

W
Samantha Franz Waddell, New Brighton, Minnesota
Madeleine Wagner Sherer, Chicago, Illinois
Carolina Louise Satre Wagnild, Fergus Falls, Minnesota
Katherine Yi-Lee Wald, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Dylan Kendrick Walker, Mountain Grove, Missouri
Anna Kathryn May Wall, Waukesha, Wisconsin
Ryan Jinwoo Walser-Kuntz, Northfield, Minnesota
Wenyu Wang, Changsha City, China
Devin Tyler Warnick, Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Maren S Weaver, Anoka, Minnesota
Thomas Andrew Weber, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Michael Scott Wegter, Buffalo, Minnesota
Rebecca Merry Weingarten, Wilmette, Illinois
Janelle Brooke Weinman, Seguin, Texas
Gordon Scott Wells, Novi, Michigan
Brianna Leigh Wenande, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Victoria M Westman, Racine, Wisconsin
Holly Kristina Westwood, Saint Louis Park, Minnesota
Krysta Wetzal, Chicago, Illinois
Jonathan Hammond Whear, Minneapolis, Minnesota
James Charles Wheeler, USA
Jabri Letice Whirl, Chicago, Illinois
Spencer Swan Whiteley, Hudson, Wisconsin
Emma Leigh Whitford, Middleton, Wisconsin
Charles Frank Widmar, Northbrook, Illinois
Jonas Karl Widness, North Mankato, Minnesota
Erin Elizabeth Wiebe, Hillsboro, Kansas
Don J. Williams, Chicago, Illinois
Lauren June Williams, Kearney, Nebraska
Sarina Elizabeth Wolbeck, Montgomery, Minnesota
Lena Stafford Wolcott, Omaha, Nebraska
Kathryn Josephine Wolff, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Anna Lillian Wolle, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Emma Sinclair Wortman, Iowa City, Iowa
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

X
Fengdi Xiao, Dongguan, China
Kong Xiong, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Tracy Xiong, Saint Paul, Minnesota

Y
Keyu Yan, Yuxi, China
Sing-yin Stephanie Yang, Woodbury, Minnesota
Choyang Yangkiy, Edina, Minnesota
Noelle Marie Yeazel, Madison, Wisconsin
Daniel Yoon, Buford, Georgia
Elif Ilaria Yurtseven, Ankara, Turkey

Z
Samir Ali Zaman, Aurora, Illinois
Cristina Zarama, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Cheyenne Teal Zeppelin, Litchfield, Minnesota
Aidan Isabella Zielske, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Luke Daniel Zimmerman, Loyal, Wisconsin
Margaret Ann Zimmermann, Racine, Wisconsin

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Kellie Marie Carr Asher, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Andrew Thomas Atwood, Corvallis, Oregon
Madeline Rachel Baccam, Clive, Iowa
Josiah Dante Beretta, Melrose, Minnesota
Nathan R Berthelsen, Northfield, Minnesota
Hannah Linda Mary Betchwars, Hudson, Wisconsin
William Carlton Bice, Henrico, Virginia
Natalie Anne Boehnlein, Atlanta, Georgia
Emily Rose Bunnell, Savage, Minnesota
John William Rodland Carson, Northfield, Minnesota
Astrid Emily Caruso, Riverton, New Jersey
Nathan Avery Huenber Cleaveland, Atlanta, Georgia
David Russell Gindra, Charlotte, North Carolina
Erica Christine Hoops, Buffalo, Minnesota
Emily Ann Hynes, Winnebago, Minnesota
Benjamin C. Kerswell, Fair Lawn, New Jersey
Hayden Mauzy King, Palo Alto, California
Tanner Clay Larson, Waconia, Minnesota
Sean Michael Miller, Shoreview, Minnesota
Alma Claire Nelson Neuhaus, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Frances Jean Olson-Borgerding, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Simon Jude Plum, Eagan, Minnesota
Naomi Angela Porter, Lake Oswego, Oregon
Jacob Rodney Pullen, Riverview, Florida
Olivia Claire Peterson Schurke, Maplewood, Minnesota
Kayleigh Marie Shaffer, Tacoma, Washington
Eric Spradling, Issaquah, Washington
Karl August Strobeck, Roseville, Minnesota
Trevor Nathan Todd, Lees Summit, Missouri
Matthew Thomas Tylutki, Austin, Minnesota
Sarah Jean Youngner, Apple Valley, Minnesota

Degrees awarded:
Men, 243; Women, 398; Total, 641

Degrees to be awarded upon completion of requirements:
Men, 17; Women, 27; Total, 44

Total individuals:
Men, 259; Women, 424; Total, 683

*** Summa Cum Laude (minimum GPA of 3.90 required)
** Magna Cum Laude (minimum GPA of 3.75 required)
* Cum Laude (minimum GPA of 3.60 required)
ART HISTORY
Anna-Marie C. Heins
Keyu Yan

STUDIO ART
Olive A. Dwan
Mercy A. Garriga
Joseph W. Kyle
Prabana J. Balapuwaduge Mendis
Kristopher S. Swanson
Stephanie A. Trinkner

ASIAN STUDIES
Anna E. Moore

BIOLOGY
Emily G. Butka
Carl J. Chmelik
Meaghan L. Carney
Caroline M. Grubbs
Andrew B. Hallberg
Robert M. Holmes
Lindsey A. Kemp
Meryl C. Nath
Catherine L. Skinner
Madeline E. Tait
Jonathan H. Whear

CHEMISTRY
Gretchen S. Burke
Caroline M. Loe
Laura E. Moore

CHINESE
Brynna E. Freitag
Olivia A. Sullivan

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Deandre Y. Bauswell
Jesus Caballero
Nadia El Mouldi
Justin M. Pacholec
Omar Shehata
Margaret A. Zimmermann

ECONOMICS
Anna R. Bearrood
Matthew T. Damhof
Erik C. Davidson-Schwartz
Justin T. Elstad
John W. Hultstrand
Spencer L. Knack
Robert J. Leet
Lindsay M. Mattei
Lillie K. Meakim
Joseph J. Miller
Alexandra R. Rosati

ENGLISH
Kathleen R.L. Jeddeloh
Charles D. Mathison
Maren I. Miller
Emily L. Oberto
Joseph J. Putnam
Charlotte D. Smith
Danielle L. Sovereign
Catherine E. Stookey
Annie L. Tuman

ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES
Sophia K. Skoglund

EXERCISE SCIENCE
Abby F. Carpenter
Tulsa F. Douglas
Nina M. Lautz
Jordan P. Lutz
Randall L. Rude

FRENCH
Ethan M. Johnson
Anna M. Kruskop
Elsa R. Kunz

GERMAN
Mari Jian Christensen Arneson
Rebekah J. Gregory

JAPANESE
Megan E. Bisila
Taylor L. Black
Robert D. Hanson

MATHEMATICS
David M. Crisler
Derek A. DeBlieck
Quinton D. Neville
Lydia M. Narum

MEDIEVAL STUDIES
Jakob P. Janssen

NURSING
Megan R. Gehle

PHILOSOPHY
Dempsey L. Olsen
Elise B. Steichen

PHYSICS
Kieran J. Berton
Jaehong Choi
Emma C. Dawson
William J. Gustafson
Ian G. Sutherland

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Fiona R. Carson
Kristen M. Eiswerth
Ethan M. Johnson
Leidy H. Rogers
Gabrielle E. Simeck
Madeleine Wagner Sherer

PSYCHOLOGY
Layla Dang
Elaine M. Grafelman
Jena N. Moody
Brianna L. Wenande

RELIGION
Katherine W. Bickley
Anne K. Halloin

SPANISH
Kristen M. Eiswerth

WOMEN’S AND
GENDER STUDIES
Nicole S. Lewis
Sydney M. Spreck
Catherine E. Stookey
Rita M. Thorsen
FULBRIGHT SCHOLARS

Timothy D. Bergeland
Jasmine B. Bolden
Olive A. Dwan
Anika C. Hodel
Alexandra K. Hunt
Olivia A. Sullivan
Caroline M. Grubbs (alternate)
Madeline G. Leh (alternate)
Anna E. Perkins (alternate)
Linden K. Smith (alternate)

BOREN SCHOLARSHIP

William C. Rice

PHI BETA KAPPA / 2017–18 Initiates

Anna R. Bearrood
Timothy D. Bergeland
Katherine W. Bickley
Taylor L. Black
Elizabeth B. Branscum
Emily E. Brown
Fiona R. Carson
Carl J. Chemelik
Miles A. Christian
Erin E. Cochrane
Christian J. Conway
Kelsi J. Cox
Mary E. Dahl
Matthew T. Damhof
Layla Dang
Erik C. Davidson-Schwartz
Kristen M. Eiswerth
Harper M. Foote
Samantha M. Freres
Sydney N. Geiger
Julie R. Greene
Rebekah J. Gregory
Sydney O. Grossman
Caroline M. Grubbs
Mckenna G. Hanson
Robert D. Hanson
Sarah G. Hindman
Christopher P. Hinton
Michelle M. Jancaric
Kelley N. Johnson
Michael F. Kaminski
Keith H. Ketola
Anna M. Kruskop
Joseph W. Kyle
Robert J. Leet
Jevrem Leverda
Zoe E. Marquis-Kelly
Charles D. Mathison
Lindsay M. Mattei
Emma L. Mogard
Meryl C. Nath
Ahmed A Noman
Carolyn G. Nuelle
Emily L. Oberto
Taylor M. Okonek
Christian J. Owswood
Justin M. Pacholec
Samuel L. Parker
Anna E. Perkins
Anna C. Prafcke
Caroline E. Priore
Alexander M. Prophet
Joseph J. Putnam
Alexandra R. Rosati
Niels A. Ryden
Omar Shehata
Gabrielle E. Simeck
Catherine L. Skinner
Rita M. Thorsen
Anne L. Tuman
Morgan C. Turk
EmmaRose R. Utevsky
Alanna C. Volland
Brianna L. Wenande
Jonas K. Widness
Erin E. Wiebe

ASIAN STUDIES / JAPANESE NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY — COLLEGE CHAPTER

Megan E. Bisila
Taylor L. Black
Wesley A. Braker
Mira L. Deming
Robert D. Hanson
Shutian Lu

ASIAN STUDIES DEPARTMENT / THE NATIONAL COLEGIATE CHINESE HONOR SOCIETY

Kalena E. Doyle
Emma Erdahl
Brynna E. Freitag
John N. Guerra
Stella Low
Hannah M.
Matecko-Conti
Laura C. Menning
Edward P.
Napoli-Quisling

BIOLOGY / BETA BETA BETA

Matthew G. Boeker
Megan M. Bristow
Meaghan L. Carney
Erin E. Cochrane
Robyn A. Doughty
Jack B. Goldstein
Maria Grizehevskaya
Andrew B. Hallberg
Emily L. Hoopman
Annika E. Johnson
Lindsey A. Kemp
Calisandra M. Larson
Nina M. Lautz
Carter F. Lukenda
Emily K. Maruyama
Nathan H. Meshbesher
Kate E. Noel
Nicole Nothongkham
Garrit H. Otten
Rachel B. Phillips
Cecelia N. Sagona
Catherine L. Skinner
Shelby A. Stewart
Madeline E. Tait

Matthew G. Boeker
Megan M. Bristow
Meaghan L. Carney
Erin E. Cochrane
Robyn A. Doughty
Jack B. Goldstein
Maria Grizehevskaya
Andrew B. Hallberg
Emily L. Hoopman
Annika E. Johnson
Lindsey A. Kemp
Calisandra M. Larson
Nina M. Lautz
Carter F. Lukenda
Emily K. Maruyama
Nathan H. Meshbesher
Kate E. Noel
Nicole Nothongkham
Garrit H. Otten
Rachel B. Phillips
Cecelia N. Sagona
Catherine L. Skinner
Shelby A. Stewart
Madeline E. Tait
SPECIAL HONORS AND AWARDS

CHEMISTRY / PHI LAMBDA UPSILON
Mckenna G. Hanson   Michael F. Kaminski   Alexander M. Prophet   Jonas K. Widness
Michelle M. Jancaric  Christian J. Oswick  Annie L. Tuman

CLASSICS / ETA SIGMA PHI
Katherine W. Bickley   Andrew B. Hallberg   Jakob P. Janssen   Dylan Walker
Palmer S. Brown   Herman S. Hannan   Charles H. Mayo III   Erin E. Wiebe
Grace M. Gresham   Christopher P. Hinton   Jack Q. Smith

ECONOMICS /OMICRON DELTA EPSILON
Matthew T. Damhof   Scott D. Johnson   Robert J. Leet   Alexandra R. Rosati
Erik C. Davidson-Schwartz   Spencer L. Knack   Lindsay M. Mattei   Maren S. Weaver

ENGLISH / SIGMA TAU DELTA
Megan E. Bisila   Anne K Halloin   Miranda J. Meissner   Joseph J. Putnam
Danika L. Buss   Sian M. Hanson   Maren L. Miller   Benjamin G. Seidel
Rebecca L. Carcatera   Kathleen R. Jeddleho   Anna E. Moore   Charlotte D. Smith
Lucinda M. Cutrer   Keith H. Ketola   Devon D. O’Hara   Catherine E. Stookey
Erik C. Davidson-Schwartz   Charles D. Mathison   Emily L. Oberto   Amanda N. Treseler

FRENCH / PI DELTA PHI
Elijah J. Baumgartner   Sian M. Hanson   Letitia C. Mumford   Samantha E. Olive
Rachel L. Beran   Ethan M. Johnson   Megan L. Niemitalo   Gabrielle E. Simeck
Juliette Emmanuel   Anna M. Kruskop   Carolyn G. Nuelle   Danielle I. Sovereign

GERMAN / DELTA PHI ALPHA
Mari J. Arneson   Cassidy F. Carlisle   Rebekah J. Gregory   Emilie L. Smolders
Sophia G. Buchda   Anna K. Edwards   Andreas J. Raduege

HEALTH PREPROFESSIONAL / ALPHA EPSILON DELTA
Leah R. Brieger   Thomas R. Gossard   Michael F. Kaminski   Laelle L. Peterson
Simon T. Broccard   Caroline M. Grubbs   Callasandra M. Larson   Randall L. Rude
Meaghan L. Carney   Daniel R. Guffey   Nina M. Lautz   Catherine L. Skinner
Will J. Collins   Michelle M. Jancaric   Jungoh Lee   Shelby A. Stewart
Kristen E. Edblom   Annika E. Johnson   Emily K. Maruyama   Sarah D. Streed
Sydney N. Geiger   Kelley N. Johnson   Erin E. McDonald   Madeline E. Tait
Jack B. Goldstein   Peder K. Johnson   Mitchell D. Moe   Nicholas M. Tomhave

HISTORY / PHI ALPHA THETA
Kjersa K. Anderson   Emily T. Emerson   Brady N. Komarek   Samuel H. Rahn
Elizabeth B. Branscum   William M. Ibele   Nathan H. Meshbesher   Sara E. Small
Henry J. Dhonau   Keith H. Ketola   Caroline E. Priore   Jack Q. Smith
**SPECIAL HONORS AND AWARDS**

### LEADERSHIP / BLUE KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Leader Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xingdu Chen</td>
<td>Michael F. Kaminski</td>
<td>Jena N. Moody</td>
<td>Olivia A. Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layla Dang</td>
<td>Jauza Khaleel</td>
<td>Taylor M. Okonek</td>
<td>Julia M. Valero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack B. Goldstein</td>
<td>Robert J. Leet</td>
<td>Anna C. Prafcke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annika E. Johnson</td>
<td>Maren I. Miller</td>
<td>Niels A. Ryden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MATHEMATICS / PI MU EPSILON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Leader Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taylor L. Black</td>
<td>Derek A. DeBlieck</td>
<td>Spencer L. Knack</td>
<td>Rose M. Peterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie K. Bohlig</td>
<td>Kristen E. Edblom</td>
<td>Lydia M. Narum</td>
<td>Charlotte N. Roiger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freyja A. Brandel-Tanis</td>
<td>Sydney O. Grossman</td>
<td>Quinton D. Neville</td>
<td>Alexandra R. Rosati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily G. Butka</td>
<td>So Mang Han</td>
<td>Sam P. Nycklemoe</td>
<td>Marit L. Rustad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma C. Dawson</td>
<td>Katherine C. Henry</td>
<td>Taylor M. Okonek</td>
<td>Emily C. Simmons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MUSIC / PI KAPPA LAMBDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Leader Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Madeline R. Baccam</td>
<td>Miles A. Christian</td>
<td>Ethan M. Johnson</td>
<td>Caroline E. Priore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elijah J. Baumgartner</td>
<td>Kelsi J. Cox</td>
<td>Carolyn G. Nuelle</td>
<td>Molly A. Snoul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kieran J. Berton</td>
<td>David R. Gindra</td>
<td>Samuel L. Parker</td>
<td>Serena U. Tenenbaum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NEUROSCIENCE / NU RHO PSI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Leader Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leah Brieger</td>
<td>Erin E. Cochrane</td>
<td>Taylor M. Knopf</td>
<td>Randall L. Rude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brock M. Carlson</td>
<td>Elaine M. Grafelman</td>
<td>Jena N. Moody</td>
<td>Brianna L. Wenande</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NURSING / SIGMA THETA TAU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Leader Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Megan R. Gehle</td>
<td>Alexis L. Lehrer</td>
<td>Emma Muter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren E. Harlow</td>
<td>Yolanda F. Marble</td>
<td>Laura K. Sheehy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PHILOSOPHY / PHI SIGMA TAU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Leader Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phillip T. Boldt</td>
<td>Sarah G. Hindman</td>
<td>Dempsey L. Olsen</td>
<td>Linden K. Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astrid E. Caruso</td>
<td>Anabel C. Kapelke</td>
<td>Caroline E. Priore</td>
<td>Elise B. Steichen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aidan I Zielske</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PHYSICS / SIGMA PI SIGMA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Leader Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sam K. Bender</td>
<td>Nellie M. Brovold</td>
<td>Emma C. Dawson</td>
<td>Ian G. Sutherland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kieran J. Berton</td>
<td>Jaehong Choi</td>
<td>William J. Gustafson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### POLITICAL SCIENCE / PI SIGMA ALPHA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Leader Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genevieve D. Akins</td>
<td>Sarah G. Hindman</td>
<td>Sophia R. Pfänder</td>
<td>Sydney M. Spreck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen M. Eiswerth</td>
<td>Ethan M. Johnson</td>
<td>Leidy H. Rogers</td>
<td>Julia M. Valero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sian M. Hanson</td>
<td>Jauza Khaleel</td>
<td>Gabrielle E. Simeck</td>
<td>Aidan I Zielske</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PSYCHOLOGY / PSI CHI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Leader Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emily E. Brown</td>
<td>Tulsa F. Douglas</td>
<td>Marnicia K. Johnson</td>
<td>Devon D. O’Hara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia G. Buchda</td>
<td>Kristen E. Edblom</td>
<td>Anna R. Linden</td>
<td>Logan M. Schafer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian J. Conway</td>
<td>Audrey E. Faulhaber</td>
<td>Zoua Lor</td>
<td>Kimberly D. Sesvold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layla Dang</td>
<td>Elaine M. Grafelman</td>
<td>Jena N. Moody</td>
<td>Morgan C. Turk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SPECIAL HONORS AND AWARDS

SPECIAL RECOGNITION

FACULTY MARSHALS
Steven McKelvey, Registrar
Anne Groton, Classics

STUDENT MARSHALS
Rosalyn Eaton ’87
Justin Fleming ’02
Jenny Howenstine ’98
Joshua Lee
Pamela McDowell
Tim Schroer
Kris Schroer
David Wagner ’03

RETIRING FACULTY
John Barbour, Religion
Sylvia Carullo, Romance Languages – Spanish
Paddy Dale, Political Science
Christine Daymont, Exercise Science and Athletics
Robert Entenmann, History and Asian Studies
Dona Werner Freeman, Theater
Karen Gervais, Philosophy
Meg Ojala, Art and Art History
Diana Postlethwaite, English
Robert Smith, Music

RELIGION / THETA ALPHA KAPPA
Rebecca L. Accettura
Katherine W. Bickley
Naomi F. Chalk
Derek A. DeBlieck
Sarah G. Hindman
Alexandra Hoch
Maren J. Miller
Taylor M. Okonek
Marit L. Rustad
Sarah D. Streed

RUSSIAN LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES / DOBRO SLOVO
William C. Bice
Daria V. Komyshan
Anna M. Kruskop
Anna E. Perkins
Kimberly D. Sesvold
Ash A. Swanson
Lauren J. Williams

SERVICE / ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Devon E. Brichetto
Erin E. Cochrane
Anna K Edwards
Mary C. Engfeldt
Clare E. Foreman
Angela C. Fusselman
Kelsey Mayer
Lydia M. Narum
Nicole Nothongkham
Vishwa Patel
Katherine G. Payne
Sophia Pflander
Kristina N. Randelzhofer
Jessica N. Schnitzer
Lauren E. Staub
Rebekah A. Thomas
Alicia K. Vang
Alia K. Vang
Maren S. Weaver
Emma S. Wortman

SOCIOLOGY / ALPHA KAPPA DELTA
Rebecca L. Accettura
Timothy D. Bergeland
Elizabeth B. Branscum
Olive A. Dwan
Jauza Khaleel
Hannah O. Kruse
Anna E. Perkins
Anna C. Praefcke
Lise M. Ramaley
Rita M. Thorsen

THEATER / ALPHA PSI OMEGA
Sara C. Albertson
Freya A. Brandel-Tanis
William M. Ibele
Charles H. Mayo III
Christine E. Menge
EmmaRose R. Utevsky
Luis D. Villalobos Castro
Victoria M. Westman
Thank you to all the students who made a gift to St. Olaf College as part of the Senior Class Gift. The Senior Class Gift is a student-led initiative designed to introduce seniors to the St. Olaf Fund. The college is committed to creating a culture of philanthropy where students and alumni give back financially to support current and future St. Olaf students. Gifts to the St. Olaf Fund provide support for academic programming, campus life, and financial aid — all to enhance the St. Olaf experience. This honor roll recognizes gifts made through Thursday, May 17, 2018.

A
Anonymous
Tayler E. Aarness
Hoda Al-Haddad
Kellie M. Asher
Annika E. Awad

B
Madeline R. Baccam
Eric C. Bakken
Margaret A. Bennett
Jessica A. Bentley
Devon E. Brichetto
Simon T. Broccard
Emily E. Brown
Palmer S. Brown
Emily G. Butka

C
Christopher D. Casey
Xingdu Chen
William J. Collins

D
Mary E. Dahl
Paige V. Dahlke
Sarah M. De Vries
Derek A. DeBlieck

E
Sophia L. Eckmeier
Kristen E. Edblom

F
Rebecca Cristin d. Ferrer
Angela C. Fusselman

G
Sydney N. Geiger
Madeline R. Gerleman
Caitlin R. Glennon
Blake J. Grangaard
Sydney O. Grossman
Jeffrey T. Gruba
Elizabeth Guzman

H
Anders J. Hansen
Lucas J. Hellman
Anna-Marie C. Heins
Christopher P. Hinton
Daniel J. Hogan

J
Scott D. Johnson

K
Jauza Khaleel
Amelia R. Kimmes Kneser
Taylor M. Knopf
Brady N. Komarek
Elsa R. Kunz
Joseph W. Kyle

L
Laura A. Langan
Hannah M. Larry
Brennan K. Lauer
Robert J. Leet
Caroline M. Loe
Andrew B. Lupton
Anna L. Lutz

M
Emily K. Maruyama
Nina E. McLarnan
Laura C. Menning
Maren I. Miller
Mitchell P. Miller
Emma L. Mogard
Letitia C. Mumford

N
Lydia M. Narum
Torsten A. Nelson
Samuel P. Nycklemoe

P
Justin M. Pacholec
Vishwa Patel
David L. Pellegrini
Naomi A. Porter
Elizabeth M. Probst

R
Kristina N. Randelzhofer
Charlotte N. Roiger
Alexandra R. Rosati
Andrew J. Rudberg
Anna M. Ruchlow
Marit L. Rustad

S
Cecelia N. Sagona
Peter A. Sheehy
Claire L. Smith
Molly A. Srour
Lauren E. Staab
Emma D. Standen
Elise B. Steichen
Jennifer L. Sticha
Catherine E. Stookey
Jeremy R. Storvick
Sarah D. Streed
Karl A. Strobeck
Olaf R. Sunleaf
Asha V. Swanson

T
Lydia J. Thompson
Robert E. Tobrozen
Nicholas M. Tomhave
Annie L. Tuman
Alissa V. Ty

V
Pazong Vang
Alanna C. Vollands

W
Dylan Walker
Michael S. Wegter
Janelle B. Weinman
Gordon S. Wells
Spencer Whiteley
Lena S. Wolcott

Z
Margaret A. Zimmermann
St. Olaf is honored to acknowledge and thank the many parents and family members of our graduating seniors who have chosen to generously support the mission of the college through additional financial contributions and gifts-in-kind. This honor roll of donors recognizes all gifts for all purposes given from June 1, 2014, through Thursday, May 17, 2018.

A
Anonymous
Anonymous
Eric and Brenda Aarness
Amy Borgen Alvero ’89 and Gumer Alvero
Jaimi Anderson
Matthew Anderson ’88 and Kristin Sprenger Anderson ’88
Tony and Karin Anderson
Wendell Arneson and Beth Christensen

B
Bradley and Mary Bakken
Marc and Joan Barkosky
Daniel Baumgartner ’85 and Sonja Olson Baumgartner ’88
Kevin and Laura Beam
Wayne and Louise Beaman
Joseph and Jill Beauldre
Rodney Becker
Carolyn Bell
Douglas Benidt and Stacey Holland
John Bentley ’83 and Joanne Bentley
Gerald and Ilana Benuza
Dante and Jaimie Beretta
Steven Bergeland ’79 and Kay Nordin Bergeland ’80
Melissa Revne Berthelsen ’86 and Michael Berthelsen
Walton and Rosanne Berton
Charles and Laura Bice
Milz Bickley and Betty Williamson
Peter Bisila
John and Kathryn Blakeman
Jeffrey and Kristin Block
William and Jennifer Bluett
Bernard and Annemarie Boehnlein
Thomas Boldt ’74 and Renee Boldt
David Branscum ’83 and Heather Hintz ’83
Joseph and Rochelle Braun
William Brieger and Sarah Krevans
Harald Bringsjord ’82 and Andrea Bringsjord
Michael and Jean Bristow
Alain and Floriane Brocard
Jacqueline Brovold ’71
Michael and Cheri Brown
John Burbank and Susan Wagner Burbank
James Buss and Susan Backstrom Buss
Jay and Holly Butka
Hugh and Kathryn Byrne

C
Michael and Lynn Carney
Shannon Carson
James and Diane Caruso
Michael and Tabatha Casey
David and Julie Chalk
Fong Cheng
Michael and Annette Choquette
Scott Christensen ’85 and Pamornrat Tansanguanwong
Nancy Cleaveland
Kenneth and Naomi Cloutier
Peter and Sandra Cochrane
Michael and Karen Collins
William Collins ’84 and Rosaelia Collins
Joseph and Margaret Conway
Patricia Cordano
Terry and Roxana Cornelison
Kristoffer and Rebecca Cox
Kenneth and Jean Crisler
James and Mary Cron

D
David Dahl ’74 and Eileen O'Shaughnessy
Bradley and Lisa Danyluk
Peter and Julie Dawson
Ellen Gilbertson De Vries ’82 and Thomas De Vries
Timothy and Jennifer DeBlieck
James and Amy Dellinger
Howard Dhonau and Julia Garcia
Charles Dix and Mary Brodd
Jack and Kathryn Dobbratz
Diane Wright Doda ’89 and Daniel Doda
Brian Doughty ’86 and Kay Kleber Doughty ’85
Michael and Patricia Doyle

E
Charles and Jacqueline Easley
Todd Edinger
Terry and Elizabeth Edwards
Scott and Polly Eggert
John and Elizabeth Ellenberger
Gregory and Melanie Elstad
Sahir and Delphine Emmanuel
Susan Peters Engfelt ’82
F
Elizabeth Faulhaber and Al Runde
Michael and Abby Fisco
Raymond Fitzgerald and Toril Johansen
Robert and Michelle Foote
Mark and Michelle Fredrickson
Breton Freitag and Heather Holly Freitag
Karen Freres
Elizabeth Hauck Fulton ‘83 and William Fulton

G
Pedro and Magalys Garriga
Caloway Gavin ‘91 and Bouchra Benhnain
Nelson and Stephanie Gencheff
Troy Gerleman
Robert and Susan Gindra
Michael and Lorraine Glennon
Cathy Goelzer
Conrad Gold and Nancy Dwan
Efrain Gomez Garcia and Teresa Rosales De Jesus
Paul and Margot Grangaard
Ronald and Karen Green
Lindon and Loretta Greene
Wallace Grossman ‘85 and Renae Grossman
William and Leigh Grubbs
Michael and Kathleen Guelzow
Kenneth and Juliene Guffey
Todd and Gail Gustafson

H
Kathleen Hagen
Jon Hallberg ‘88 and Diane Bruck Hallberg ‘89
Jeffrey Halloin ‘85 and Karla Slosser Halloin ‘85
Timothy Hansen ‘82 and Lisa Anthony Hansen ‘82
Alice Egdaul Harlow ‘81 and Granville Harlow
Keith Harrington and Catherine Caravette
Kenneth and Ingrid Hartfiel
Michael and Deborah Hatzy
Richard Heilman ‘88 and Lisa Krohnberg-Heilman
Robert Helle and Michelle Kowalski-Helle
Roy and Mary Henley
Mark Hindman ‘82 and Tracy Hindman
Donovan Hinds and Judy Ozone
Peter Hinke and Kordie Reinhold
Stephen and Joan Hinton
Stephen and Vicky Hoch
Martin and Shana Hodel
Laura Hayer Hogan ‘85 and Frank Hogan
David and Suzanne Holmes
Edwin and Jennifer Holt
Gregory Hueler ‘81 and Kelli Hustad Hueler ‘81
Timothy and Judi Hynes

I
John Ibele and Monica McNaughton
Denise Ingram ‘88 and Paul Barlament

J
Robert Jacob ‘81 and Kirsten Jacob
Catherine Janusz
Terry and Laurie Jeddeloh
Geir Johansen ‘83 and Susan Fahning Johansen ‘86
David Johnson ‘77 and Tracey Johnson
Gerald Johnson
Jay and Roxanne Johnson
Kevin Johnson ‘87 and Becky Fischer Johnson ‘88
Kurt Johnson ‘79 and Anne-Lise Johnson
Richard Johnson ‘83 and Laura Johnson
Andrew and Lorene Joosten

K
Brian and Kirsten Kemp
Hanchul and Nanhee Kim
Sandra Kimmes ‘89 and Gregory Kneser
Gaylen and Margaret Knack
William and Kelly Knopf
Peter Komarek and Elizabeth Nelson
Craig Komschlies ‘87 and Andrea Stephenson Komschlies ‘87
Johann and Catherine Koob
Arthur and Jeanne Kosieradzki
Nicole Krebs
Alison Kress
Robert and Christine Kruse
William and Marie Kruskop
David Kuehl ‘90 and Heather Jansson Kuehl ‘91
Paul and Debbie Kunz
Richard Kyle ‘84 and Elizabeth Wittenberg

L
Patrick and Mary Langan
Michael and Christine Larry
George and Megan Larson
David and Lisa Lautz
Tien Le and Giang Nguyen
Lon LeClair ‘88 and Christine Hudec LeClair ‘88
Andrew Leemon and Laura Griffin
Robert and Sue Leet
Christopher LeH and Natalie Hanlon-Leh
Richard and Jenny Liddle
William and Kristine Lobin
Melissa Bossenmaier Loe ‘82 and Brian Loe
Timothy and Mary-Lynne Lukenda
Elizabeth Luna
Jonathan and Suzann Lupton
Tim Lutz and Tammy Klaproth
Timothy Lyke ‘81 and Mary McNair Lyke ‘81
FAMILY GIVING

M
Mark and Shauna Madson
Clara Marble
Robert Marquis and Carol Kelly
Robert Maruyama and Roslyn Kueter
Michael and Tammy Matecko-Conti
Charles and Carol Mathison
Robert and Brenda Mattei
Mark and Marilyn McDonald
Amy McGowan
John and Melanie McQuaig
Kent McWilliams and Lucyna Debska-McWilliams
Walter Menning and Patricia Gibbons
Mary Merrill
Paul Merrill
Dan and Angela Meshebsher
Joseph and Janelle Miller
Joseph and Rosemarie Miller
Michael Moody ’90 and Kathryn Munson Moody ’91
Bradley Moore ’83
Bishop and Elizabeth Mumford

N
Michael Naas and Mary Jo Nelson
Robert and Catherine Nanz
Jay and Staci Nesbit
Lorah Neville
Keith and Pam Niemitalo
Khammeuang and Dam Nothongkham
Erik Nycklemoe ’86 and Kristin Cleveland ’84
Peter Nycklemoe ’85 and Katherine Nycklemoe

O
Douglas O’Hara ’84 and Pamela Hansen O’Hara ’84
Carol Olive
Andrew Olsen
Mark Oswood ’89 and Ann Simonsen Oswood ’89
Ronald and Susan Otten
Michael Overdahl ’82 and Carla Fetkenhour Overdahl ’84

P
Michael and Marjorie Pacholec
Erin Paul
Erik Paulsen ’87 and Carolyn Sprowls Paulsen ’87
Lisa Payne
Robert Payne
John Pellicci ’84 and Loretta Pellicci
Lynae Lewis Peterson ’88 and William Peterson
Ron and Natalie Peterson
Todd Peterson ’77 and Katrina Fauchald Peterson ’88
Douglas and Angela Pfeifer
Brad Pohlman ’91 and Joy Cram Pohlman ’91
Milford and Cynthia Porter
Rhonda Anderson Pownell ’93 and David Pownell
Michael and Margaret Prophet
Stephen and Melinda Pruett-Jones
Michael and Catherine Pugh
Rodney and Roxane Pullen
Martin and Anne Putnam

Q
Steven and Elizabeth Quaday
Hermogenes and Jacqueline Quispe

R
John Raduege ’91 and Amy Amendt Raduege ’91
Paul Rogers and Anne Hedrich
Sandra Pescador Rogers ’86 and Laurence Rogers
Susan Surratt Roiger ’82 and Ronald Roiger
Ruth Roodfeldt Rolfs ’86 and Michael Rolfs
Therese Ross
Susan Moyer Rudberg ’82 and Richard Rudberg
Lisa Monson Ruehlow ’87 and Keith Ruehlow
John Ryden ’83 and Kirsten Landvik Ryden ’84

S
Peter and Susan Sagona
Charles and Phyllis Salmon
Jon Salveson ’87 and Jennifer Ryden Salveson ’87
Stephen and Teresa Saxton
Lawrence and Amy Schiebel
Miriam Schneider
Thomas Schoenborn and Judy Glynn
Joel Schurke ’82 and Cheryl Peterson-Schurke ’82
Thomas Schwartz and Daphne Davidson
Paul and Nancy Selcke
John and Diane Sesvold
Mark Sims
Anthony Skalski and Jennifer Gustafson
Robert and Susan Skinner
Steven Small and Laura Tyus
Daniel Smith and Mandie Maroney-Smith
Jeffrey and Kathryn Smith
Luc and Susan Smolders
Todd and Peggy Snow
Edy and Gladys Sologaistoa
Timothy and Theresa Sovereign
Joseph Srou and Sandra Anderson
Scott and Theresa Stai
Charles and Sarah Steidel
Trevor and Rose Stephenson
Justin Stets ’85 and Kristin Carlson Stets ’84
William and Wendy Stewart
Scot Sticha ’82 and Kari Dahlquist ’84
Robert and Michele Stoker
Mark Stookey and Lisa Chismire
FAMILY GIVING

Sarah Ylvisaker Storvick ’81 and Jonathan Storvick
Jim Strinka and Kezia Tenenbaum
Scott and Renae Sundgren
Samuel Sunleaf and Sarah Runkel
Judy Sviatko
Scott Swanson ’88 and Lynette Ostlie Swanson ’80

T
Donald Tanis and Kristine Brandel
Merid Tessema and Misrak Anbesse
Vue and Mydoua Thao
Karl Timm ’78 and Traci Timm
Dale and Vicki Tobroxen
Steven Tomhave ’87 and Kerry Clark Tomhave ’85
Steve and Julie Trinkner
David and Nancy Tuman
Benjamin and Mariana Tupper

V
Bill and Kelly Van Daalwyk
William and Sue Vezina

W
Kara Wagner Sherer ’91 and John Sherer
Scott Wagnild ’84 and Kathleen Satre Wagnild ’86
Mary Wald
Michael and Marilyn Walker
Jon and Debby Walser-Kuntz
Steven and Sharon Weber
John Weingarten and Nancy Sasamoto
Anne Weiss ’85 and James Arnold
Stanley and Caroline Westwood
Darryl and Sharee Wetzel
Thomas and Jana Whear
Charlotte White
David Whitford
Brad and Ann Widness
James and Dianne Wolbeck
Kevin and Carolyn Wolff
Thomas and Susan Wolle

Y
Stephen and Min Yoon

Z
Shane and Kristine Zeppelin
Richard and Karen Zimmermann
COLLEGE HYMN
Fram! Fram! St. Olaf!

1. Krist - menn, Kross - menn in mis - sion blessed,
2. Grant that spir - it to lead us still

Led by the spir - it of truth, Run - ning the race, pur - on - ward as a - ges un - roll,
Caught by the Kross - menn

su - ing our quest, Filled with the song of youth,
shrined on the hill, Steep - led to lift the soul.

Found - ed in faith to ren - der light,
Give us a - gain the heart a - glow,

Radiant to - day it crowns the height,
Stirred by the songs of Ma - ni - tou.

Ris - ing glori - ous and, un - der God, vic - to - rious,
Ev - er glori - ous and, un - der God, vic - to - rious.

Refrain

Fram! Fram! St. Ol - af! Im - pelled we sing, sing to thee.

Fram! Fram! St. Ol - af! The hill - tops ring: Fram! Fram! Free!

Text: Oscar R. Overby ’21, alt. James E. Bobb
Music: F. Melius Christiansen